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National Association of Convenience Stores (NACS) Exhibitors Save on
Delivery of Lightweight Slatwall Displays

Displays and Exhibits, the foremost online retailer of trade show displays and accessories, is
presenting a free shipping promotion on their best-selling lightweight slatwall displays when
purchased for the upcoming NACS Show in Las Vegas, Nevada.

Tustin, CA (PRWEB) August 14, 2014 -- Every October more than 24,000 attendees gather at the National
Association of Convenience Stores Show, the #1 buying show in the United States, that provides the most
comprehensive representation of products and services for the convenience and fuel retailing industry. With
more than 390,000 square feet of exhibit space, the NACS Show is also one of the country’s top 50 trade
shows. Retailers rely on the NACS Show for strategies that increase sales, attract new customers, build their
brand and improve their bottom line.

This year Displays & Exhibits is promoting a free shipping giveaway on their slatwall merchandising display
purchases for NACS exhibitors. Lightweight slatwall systems are compact merchandising displays that place
the product front and center in tradeshow exhibition spaces, very similar to the way convenience stores market
their products. Perfect for clothing and packaged goods, connectible and customizable slatwall paneling allows
your brand to hang or shelve products right in the booth space for an all-inclusive shopping experience.

NACS exhibitors can save primary time and money with Displays and Exhibits slatwall display delivery
promotion, and then continue to reap the benefits of these portable display setups every time they’re built back
up for additional tradeshows. The easily conjoining slatted panels work to create an ideal and inviting exhibit
space that packs up into small squares for convenient transport and storage until their next use.

Providing your brand with high-quality materials for a true showroom-style environment, the slatwall display
promotion is a smart and savvy buy to ensure a standout booth amongst one of the busiest tradeshow floors this
fall in Las Vegas. As a blank canvas to suit your business’s individual fixture preference, slatwall systems lets
each brand create an interactive work of art for each and every exhibition showing. If you feature food items at
NACS and beverage holders at Nightclub & Bar, and costumes at the Halloween Show – your exhibit works
each time.

Displays and Exhibits has designed a full range of additional marketing materials and accessories. Including
pop up displays, hanging signs, iPad kiosks, table top displays and more. Working together with exhibitors
from small to large organizations across the country, Displays and Exhibits provides top quality trade show
booth displays that deliver results on the showroom floor. For more information on this promotion for NACS
exhibitors, call (888) 282-8858 or visit our site to take advantage of the slatwall promotion for the NACS Show.

About Displays and Exhibits
Displays and Exhibits is a division of Absolute Exhibits. Established in 2000, Absolute Exhibits began as a
portable/modular distributor, and now rents large custom exhibits at over 300 shows in the USA and in
countries around the world.

Displays and Exhibits was formed to serve the needs of first-time exhibitors and seasoned exhibitors that go to
local and international trade shows across the globe. They also work with clients that do community work, in-
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house events, fairs, and festivals. The company offers portable banner stands, display boards, digital kiosks,
display lights, display signage, and exhibit furniture.
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Contact Information
Peter Holman
Displays and Exhibits
http://www.displaysandexhibits.com
+1 7146852845

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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